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ENERGY TRADER  

Reporting to the Shift Trading Manager  
 
  Based in Teesside requiring flexible working, participation in a rota and occasional    
  national travel 
 

ABOUT SEMBCORP ENERGY UK 
 

Sembcorp Energy UK (SEUK), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sembcorp Industries, is a leading 
provider of sustainable solutions supporting the UK’s transition to Net Zero. With a 968MW portfolio 
of energy generation and battery storage in operation, our expertise helps major energy users and 
suppliers improve their efficiency, profitability, and sustainability, while supporting the growth of 
renewables and strengthening the UK’s electricity system. 

 

At Wilton International in Teesside, we supply private wire electricity, world-scale utilities, and 
specialist services to energy-intensive industrial businesses on the site, providing energy resilience, 
security, and cost advantages. These services are complemented by our fleet of fast-acting, 
decentralised power stations and battery storage sites situated throughout England and Wales. 
Monitored and controlled from our central operations facility in Solihull, these flexible assets deliver 
electricity to the national grid, helping to balance the UK energy system and ensure reliable power 
for homes and businesses. 

 
For more information on Sembcorp Energy UK visit www.sembcorpenergy.co.uk | LinkedIn | Twitter 

 

ABOUT SEMBCORP INDUSTRIES 
 

Sembcorp Industries (Sembcorp) is a leading provider of sustainable solutions, driven by its purpose 
to do good and play its part in building a sustainable future. 

 
Headquartered in Singapore, Sembcorp leverages its sector expertise and global track record to 
deliver innovative solutions that support the energy transition and sustainable development. By 
focusing on growing its renewables and sustainable urban solutions businesses, it aims to transform 
its portfolio towards a greener future. 

 
Sembcorp has a balanced energy portfolio of over 12,700MW, with more than 3,200MW of renewable 
energy capacity comprising solar, wind and energy storage globally. The company also has a proven 
track record of transforming raw land into sustainable urban developments, with a project portfolio 
spanning over 11,000 hectares across Asia. 

 

Sembcorp is listed on the main board of the Singapore Exchange. It is a component stock of the 
Straits Times Index and sustainability indices including the FTSE4Good Index and the iEdge SG ESG 
indices. For more information, please visit www.sembcorp.com. 

 

Position overview: 
  As an Energy Trader you will focus on the short-term GB trading markets utilising Sembcorp   
  assets and maximising value from trading and Grid Service opportunities around Sembcorp’s  
  assets. You will be required to monitor the market and report on market drivers as well as  
  identifying potential risks to Sembcorp’s portfolio. 
  
  You will be working closely as part of a small team and as such, the demands on your time and  
  expertise will be significant. The Energy Trader will be required to work on a shift basis as per the  
  trading rota including bank holidays and weekends. 
  

http://www.sembcorpenergy.co.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sembcorp-energy-uk
https://twitter.com/SembcorpUK
http://www.sembcorp.com/
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 You will be expected to demonstrate the appropriate behaviours and commitment towards health and  
 safety to ensure we maintain our first-class safety culture. 
  

Key responsibilities: 

• Work on a Shift Trading Desk trading across focusing on Power, Gas and Carbon in the UK 

• Execute approved strategies in trading for both the Power and Gas markets 

• Enhance the development and optimisation of trading strategies for Sembcorp’s current and 
future assets in grid services, balancing mechanism and short-term markets power markets 

• Identifying and evaluating value added trading strategies and opportunities within the UK 
Energy markets 

• Provide analytical support for detailed and timely analysis of UK Power and Gas markets, 
including analysis of real time balancing actions by National Grid. 

• Interact with market participants and counterparties to maximize value and ensure efficient 
market interactions 

 
Essential 

• Experience of Electricity or/both Gas trading in the UK  

• Ability to analyse and make decisions under pressure and to short deadlines 

• Experience of analysing large datasets is desired 

• Advanced competency with Microsoft Packages is essential 

• Experience of working with trading systems (ETRM) would be advantageous 

• Enthusiasm for learning about UK Energy markets 

• A good degree in a strong a numerical discipline or evidence to demonstrate strong numerical 

ability. 

• A full UK driving licence is required 

• Right to work in the UK is a must 

Benefits: 
 

• Competitive basic salary dependent on experience 

• Discretionary performance-based bonus 

• 26 days annual leave plus bank holidays 

• Stakeholder Pension Scheme 

• Private Health Insurance (currently covered by Aviva) 

• Group Income Protection Scheme 

• Life Assurance 

• Flexible working 

• Training and Development 


